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Art et authenticité 



Dictionnaire historique de la langue française Robert, 1998 





 
authentic (adj.) Mid-14c., "authoritative," from Old 
French autentique (13c., Modern French authentique) "authentic; 
canonical," and directly from Medieval Latin authenticus, from 
Greek authentikos "original, genuine, principal," from 
authentes "one acting on one's own authority," from autos "self" 
(see auto-) + hentes "doer, being," from PIE *sene- "to accomplish, 
achieve." Sense of "entitled to acceptance as factual" is first 
recorded mid-14c.  
Traditionally in modern use, authentic implies that the contents of 
the thing in question correspond to the facts and are not 
fictitious; genuine implies that the reputed author is the real one; 
but this is not always maintained: "The distinction which the 18th 
c. apologists attempted to establish between genuine and 
authentic ... does not agree well with the etymology of the latter 
word, and is not now recognized" [OED]  
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Daniel Dumouchel, « Changement d’ethos : l’émergence du concept esthétique 
d’authenticité » 





 
Enfin, la quatrième méthode consiste à provoquer la curiosité, 
de façon à absorber l’esprit et à l’empêcher de sentir le 
manque d’art véritable. Naguère encore, on provoquait 
volontiers la curiosité en compliquant les intrigues ; 
aujourd’hui ce procédé se démode, et est remplacé par celui 
de l’authenticité, c’est-à-dire par la peinture détaillée d’une 
période historique ou d’une branche de la vie contemporaine. 
Ainsi, pour absorber l’esprit du lecteur, les romanciers lui 
décrivent tout au long la vie des Égyptiens ou des Romains, la 
vie des ouvriers d’une mine, ou celle des commis d’un grand 
magasin. 
 
 
 
 
Léon Tolstoï, Qu’est-ce que l’art ? (1898) 
 



Even if we cannot see any difference between an 
original painting and a forgery or between an edible 
mushroom and a poisonous one, that difference matters 
in the bearing it has on our behaviour. We can either 
look harder for a difference or avoid paintings and 
mushrooms entirely. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nelson Goodman, « authenticity », in : Grove Dictionary of Art (avant-dernière édition 
on-line)  

 



 
Value is often placed on an aesthetic object being ‘genuine’, 
‘authentic’ and so on, but nothing is ‘authentic’ per se. If we are 
asked whether what is before us is authentic, our response could 
justifiably be: ‘Authentic what?’ It might be an authentic oil 
painting, an authentic Italian painting, an authentic Renaissance 
painting, yet not an authentic Leonardo da Vinci painting, not the 
authentic Mona Lisa. Authenticity is always authenticity under one 
or another description. The question ‘Is it authentic?’ must be 
replaced by, or understood as, a question of the form ‘Is it an (or 
the) authentic so-and-so?’. 



 
 
When the question at hand is thus clarified, the term 
‘authentic’ tends to become superfluous. An authentic 
Leonardo painting is just a Leonardo painting, the 
authentic Mona Lisa is just the Mona Lisa, and a non-
authentic Leonardo is just not a Leonardo. Everything is 
authentically what it is and not authentically what it is not. 
The terms ‘authentic Leonardo’ and ‘not authentic 
Leonardo’ dichotomize not the class of Leonardo paintings 
but some class of supposed or claimed, or hoped-to-be, 
Leonardo paintings.  



“Authentic,” like its near-relations, “real,” “genuine,” and “true,” 
is what J.L. Austin called a “dimension word,” a term whose 
meaning remains uncertain until we know what dimension of its 
referent is being talked about. A forged painting, for example, 
will not be inauthentic in every respect: a Han van Meegeren 
forgery of a Vermeer is at one and the same time both a fake 
Vermeer and an authentic van Meegeren, just as a counterfeit 
bill may be both a fraudulent token of legal tender but at the 
same time a genuine piece of paper.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Denis Dutton, “Authenticity in Art”, in : Jerrold Levinson (ed.), The Oxford 
Handbook of Aesthetic 


